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tel. (503) 710-1515

Tuesday, December 30, 2008
Ms. Naomi Tsuda and Mr. Don Bohertz, FAA Attorneys
Office of Regional Counsel, AWP-7
P.O. Box 92007
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2007
Dear Attorneys Tsuda and Bobertz,
After 150-hours without power, I am finally able to resume our communications.
So, without wasting anymore time, please accept this as my formal, initial
request for Discovery of specific documents, which I still do not have. I need
these so that I may fully exercise my due process rights. Please see the attached

four-page lnit6al Request for Disco~.
Evidently, while I 'was preoccupied with staying alive and helping my neighbors,
your office was busy. I am impressed with the scope of your 452-page Agency
File, which arrived yesterday; on the other hand, I do hope your staff does not
routinely engage in this so~1of production. The content, too, was quite helpful, as
there were many documents - mostly emaiis - ! had never been provided. I spent
nine hours creating a detailed index of the Agency File, which I wii! gladly share
with you and Judge Berg if it will aid in comprehending the details of this case,

! see an opportunity here, now that you have provided many of the documents

i

have been seeking for nearly two years. I believe much of this documentation
(perhaps 90%+) could be eliminated, providing Judge Berg and his staff with a
far more manageable Case File, and greatly aiding the efficiency of this process,
if we engaged in good-faith stipulation discussions. So, please call so we may
earnestly begin this stipulation process.
As regards Additional Discovery Procedures, i request that you fully comply with
Judge Berg's 12/5/2008 Order by providing copies still not yet received. It is quite
clear from Judge Berg's Order that MSPB wishes to decide this Appeal within
120-days of receipt, which would be before the first week of April. Accordingly,
there is considerable pressure on all parties to meet Judge Berg's discovery
deadlines. I have met the deadlines for Additional Discover Procedures (it was
due 12/15, and I mailed on 12/13) and for this Discovery request (due to be
mailed by 12/30, so I made it, despite a week without power from a winter
storm). In contrast, the Agency has failed to comply with the Additional Discovery
Procedures deadline; your abbreviated reply was severely deficient and mailed
on 12/19, four days past MSPB's 12/15 deadline. The deficiency of your
response needs to be corrected. To resolve this matter, I ctSk that you
imlJlediately smail (to islef@yahoo.com) a short note with a.!!£Qiected qate for

12/30/2008,
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your postmarking,.your package of materials. so as to immediately and fully
comply with Judge Berq's Orde~~Please note, Judge Berg's Order requires you
should have provided "8 copy of, or a description by category or location of all
documents in the possession, custody, or control of the agency that the agency
may use in support of its claims or defenses"; if you will not provide a sufficient
description to protect my rights to request documents I do not yet have, ! ask that
you simply make and send copies. Please note, too, ,Judge Berg's Order
requires you should have provided "the name and, if known, the address,
felephone number, and a-mail address of each individuallil<ely to have
discoverable information that the agency may use in support of its claims or
defenses, identifying the subjects of such information". ! provided you with all of
this information, and I ask you do likewise, not just to protect my right to present
my case and prepare for the hearing, but also to facilitate our quickly and
efficiently defining the issues, agreeing to stipulations, and engaging in good
faith settlement discussions.
Additionally, I have been trying to reduce your workload by communicating with
other Agency personnel, seeking documents directly from them. However, in the
past two weeks, personnel have advised me that, because of my MSPB filing,
they have been instructed to have me communicate only with AWP-7. (Example:
on 12/19/2008, when I was asking for assistance about an obsolete form they
had sent me for Federal Employee Unemployment Insurance, an HR derk gave
me Ms. Tsuda's phone number; when I asked, the cierk would not advise me
who had told her to give me your number.) During my review of 5 CFR Part
1201, I noticed that MSPB apparently desires parties use more convenient, less
burdensome methods, when available, to minimize Discovery. In this case, it
appears the same Agency personnel who have denied my due process rights for
nearly two years are now punitively and arbitrarily choosing to intensify their
actions. To resolve this I2robleml ! ask that you please immediately-communicate
with the lead managers for AWP HR and AWP/ANM Air Traffic, and_direct them
to order their subordinates to cease obstructing and begin cool2eratin.9J!Y..ithmy
reguests for information and documents. Please advise of your actions or an
explanation if you do not honor this request.
I look forward to receiving your Additional Discovery Request package, a.nd to
working with you to resolve this matter.

SincerelYLb
fYP~

~jefflewis
A HACHMENTS:

!nitial Request for Discovery, 12/30/08, 4p
Statements from lewis Medical Evaluation Form, 10/30/07, legible copy, 1p

PS, not to sound like a timid, legally ignorant dunce (though, I am), but I have provided only one
copy as you are both at the same office, and to save paper. Please advise if! need to provide two
separate copies.

Initial Request for Discovery
In accordance with 5 CFR §§ 1201.71 - .85, as presented in Judge Berg's
Acknowledgement Order for MSPB Docket Number SF-0752-09-0139-I-l, please
accept this as an initial request for Discovery for the fonowing information. This
request replaces the handwritten request sent on 12/24/2008, during my winter stonn.
For each request, please provide a written statement if the Agency asserts a document
or record is not producible or releasable. My apologies in advance for the scope of
this request but please bear in mind, nearly aU of this would have been provided in
2007, had Agency officials complied ,vith FOIA and Agency guidelines.
1. Printed and unredaeted copies of aU emails, memos, letters and other
correspondence between and among Jason Ralph, Patricia Hardy, Barry Davis,
Dick Fossier, Gwen Marshall, Andrew Robinson, Dr. Goodman, Dr. Griswold,
and Frank Ferrera, related to Appellant, from 1/1/2007 through 8/30/2007. These
documents should help correct for Jason Ralph and other Agency officials' having
kept no records, as indicated by their failure to provide records under FOIA.
2. Printed and unredacted copies of all emails, memos, letters and other
correspondence between and among Jason Ralph, A11.dyRichards, Barry Davis,
Roslyn Marable, Tim Kubik, and Mark Deplasco, related to Appellant, from
8/1/2007 through 10/31/2008.
3. A printed copy of all emails and other correspondence referring the
Accountability Board cases for Formal Security Investigation, in accordance with
Order 1l1O.125A, para. 15(f}
4. Printed copies of aU emails and other correspondence, between the Accountable
Official and the Accountability Board, regarding disposition of Accountability
Board cases 20070097 and 20070098, as per Order lllO.125A, para. 15(f).
5. Printed information to fulfill FOIA 2008-000107WS, mailed to Carlette Young on
9/24/2007, related to the Violence in the Workplace (ViWP) teleconference
conducted on 2/16/2007. This infonnation should include: a list of all participants
(name, office, location where they participated), who was in charge, what
allegations were made and by whom, what questions were asked and by whom,
what decisions were made, and what actions were assigned and to whom. This
information should also include a copy ofthe official ViWP notes and copies of
all notes compiled be each ViWP participant. (NOTE: it is my understanding the
ViWP was initiated by Jason Ralph at around llAM on 2/16/2007, and most AWP
participants were in Dr. Goodman's office as standard procedure; it is also my
understanding that attendees included Dick Fossier, Cindy Lopez-Hickson,
Munro Balton, Dr. Goodman, James Austin, Jason Ralph and unknown others
(perhaps Bill Marks and/or Patricia Hardy, Terri Bristol and/or Barry Davis,
Frank Ferrera and/or Dennis Sullivan).
6. A printed copy of the entire contents ofthe CPDSS medical records used by Drs.
Goodman, Griswold, Roberts, Schwendeman, DeVon, and Chesanow and other
FAA Flight Surgeons to manage notes and records related to Appellant's FAA
medical file. This copy must include all CPDSS notes recorded since January
2007. (NOTE: Dr. DeVoll at the Federal Air Surgeon Office advised CPDSS is
Covered Position Decision Support System)

AfSPB Docket No. SF-0752-09-0139-I-1,
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Initial Request for Discovery
7. A written statement, signed by Dr. Goodman, explaining the 6/7/2007 slanderous
memo in Appellant's medical file. This explanation should include notice of who
authored this statement, to whom it was addressed, why it was produced, and the
source for the content, none of which was supported by any other content in
Appellant's "entire medical file".
8. Printed copies of an "Investigative Record Review" fonns from all copies ofRO!
A\VP-20070078, as well as copies of an requests to produce photocopies. These
fmms, placed inside the cover of each copy ofthe ROI, should clearly identify an
Agency officials who reviewed the ROI, on what dates, representing what offices.
9. Printed copies of any and aU documentation indicating the ROI was actually
substantiated, by whom, and by what methods.
10. Re: Agency File: at Tab 4e, written statement from Agency Courlsel confirn:ling
Exhibits #20 and #22 have been removed from the ROI, to ensure compliance
with the NATCNF AA Contract, Article 10, Section 12; alternatively, a written
statement as to why the Agency refuses to remove these Records of Conversation
which were provided to Appellant eight months after completion.
11. Re: Agency File: at Tab 4i (4-eye), printed copies of an attachments to the
9/15/2008 letter signed by Edward Jones; these were omitted.
12. Re: Agency File: at Tab 4j, a written statement, signed by Naomi Tsuda,
explaining the absence of the 2/16/2007 letter from Jason Ralph to Appellant,
with cc to AWP-7; and, a written statement, confinning or denying that Andy
Richards consulted with her office in October 2008 to ensure the legality of
AppeUnt's ongoing no··pay status without formal notification.
13. Re: Agency File: at Tabs 4i, 4k, and 4m, printed copies of aU documents
responsive to the FOIA requests, as should have been generated by WSA and
ANM. Appellant has received no FOIA replies from ANM or WSA on these
appealed FOIA requests, an of which included assignments to ANM and/or WSA.
Barry Davis should be able to explain this Agency failure.
14. Re: Agency File: at Tab 41 (4-ell), printed copies of the corrected Agency File, to
include the reverse side of the sheet with the 6/28/07 email from Appellant to
Fossier (this was a two-sided copy, but only one side was included in the Agency
File).
15, Re: Agency File: also at Tab 41 (4-ell), printed copies of all docmnents, without
redactions, responsive to FOIA 2007,·007648WP. (lvOTE: Melanie Yohe at ARC1 (HQ FOIA) is still awaiting unredaeted copies to process my Appeal mailed on
10/2/2008; Afelanie's workload is being needlessly amplified by non-cooperation
sourced in Tim Kubik's office).
16. Re: Agenc"Y.,
File: at Tab 40 (4-oh), printed copies of other documents not
provided in Agency File, including letter from NATCAISwanson (early July)
requesting elevation to Step Three, and 8/25/2008 NA TCA letter to Melvin Harris
requesting arbitration, plus an other emails and correspondence relevant to
Agency efforts to locate this missing arbitration request letter.
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Initial Request for Discovery
17. Re: Agency File: at Tab 4r, printed copies of the entire 11126/2007 FLRA letter to
Mr. Rotella, for Appellant's ULP charge, as pages were missing; this needs to
include the two-page cover letter signed by Gerald Cole, the one-page copy of the
FLRA ULP charge, and any other relevant enclosures.
18. Re: A~
File: also at Tab 4r, a printed copy of the one-page attachment to
Appellant's 5/1/2008 Grievance Filing, Leave R(}stor.ations., which is missing
from Agency File and identifies the damages of the unpaid, undocrnl1.ented
lockout, which the months later was identified as a "constructive suspension".
19. Re: Agency File: page 1 at Tab 48, a written statement, signed by Dr. Goodman,
identifYing all information, medical records and authorities used in his 2/1612007
action removing Appellant's ATC medical certification and declaring him
«incapacitated". Please include in this statement a confirmation of full compliance
with Article 66 of the F AAINATCA Contract.
20. Re: Agency File: also, page 1 at Tab 4s, a copy ofthe 2/16/2007 letter from Jason
Ralph to Appellant, with cc to A\VP-300, or a written statement, signed by Dr.
Goodman, that this letter was not received.
21. Re: A~GY..File: pages 2-4 at Tab 4s, a copy ofthe 3/12/2007 letter from Jason
Ralph to Appellant, with cc to AWP-300(Griswold), or a 'l\Tfittenstatement,
signed by Dr. Goodman, that this letter was not received. (Note: the copy
provided in the Agency File is Lewis' copy as mailed to AWP-700 on 7/12/2007,
per Mary Williams' request; see attachments list, bottom of page 16 at Tab 4s).
22. Re: Agency File: page 16 at Tab 4s, a copy of the missing attachment, Appellant's
6/11/20071etter to Jason Ralph, as this letter provides a relevant and valuable
summary of the case.
23. Re: Agency File: page 20 at Tab 4s, a written statement, signed by Dr. Goodman,
identifYing who "Charlie" is, detailing the contents of the "additional
documentation" being held by the manager at Concord Tower, and explaining the
source for the erroneous infmmation about AppeUanfscareer history.
24. Re: Agency File: pages 37-38 at Tab 4s, a written statement, signed by Dr.
Schwendeman, detailing how Appellant was "argumentative", explaining why Dr.
Schwendeman believes this email is a "fabrication", identifying who "PS at
OPM" is, and providing a copy of Dr. Schwendeman's Record of Conversation
from this 8/312007 telephone call.
25. Re: Agency File: pages 39 and 46 at Tab 4s, a written statement, signed by Dr.
Schwendeman, explaining why he sent private data such as Appellant's SSN in an
email, what the final answer was to his broadcast, and copies of all email replies
and subsequent relevant emails between the email parties.
26. Re: Agency File: pages 56-57 at Tab 4s, a written statement, signed by Dr.
Goodman, summarizing what actions his office made in response to the Agency's
QMS customer service query, and induding printed copies of an related Agency
conespondence.
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Initial Request for Discovery
27. Re: Agency File: page 75 at Tab 4s, a V\Tittenstatement, signed by Dr.
Schwendeman, explaining his concerns and other reasons for sending this memo,
a summary of alllliidocumented (telephone) replies, and printed copies of an
email and other correspondence replies.
28. Re: Agency File: pages 86~88 at Tab 4s, please insert the attached "Stat.f..ments
from Lewis Medical Evaluation Form, 10/30/07, legible COl!Y-", to aid readers in
viewing these marginally legible comments.
29, Re: Agency File: pages 93 and 96 at Tab 4s, a written statement, signed by Andy

Richards, detailing what was meant by " ... we are working this issue internally
and expect resolution in the near future", and detailing what specific
"administrative action" was contemplated for Appellant at the time these emails
were sent.
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Statements from Lewis Medical ~valuation Form, 10/30/07, legible copy
Appellant completed an physical at the offices of Dr. Lawrence Foltz, D.O., in
Vancouver, W A. Under Medical History, Appellant was required to check "yes" for
having had "mental disorders of any sort, depression, anxiety, etc.". Appellant explained
this on page two of the form; Dr. Foltz added his comments and findings relative to this
on page three. Due to the tiny print, faxing, and marginal penmanship, the text may not
be legible. The fonowing is a certified true copy:
Appellant's comments:
"I was locked out from my job on 2/16/2007.1 was directed 9Y my Air
Traffic Manager to obtain a DSM-IV evalu.ation or face discipline.
The directive was illegal (niOtciOmpliant with the contriOlier Contrad).
Tbe Ph.D psychologist diagnosed me 301.9, bu.t suspended his
diagnosis after I provided documentation of non-normative and
hosme behavior by FAA managers."
Dr. Lawrence's comments:
~'As noted. This was our initial visit with Jeff. AU of Olil1Jl" staff felt he
was sincere, forthright, and honest in his presentation today. I have
no COlmcern with his ability to perform his duty."
Certified true copy, by Jeffrey N. Lewis, 12/3012008.

signature

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certifY that the attached documents were sent as indicated this day to each of the
following:
Agency Representative
U.S. Mail

Naomi Tsuda, FAA Attorney
Office of Regional Counsel, AWP- 7
PO Box 92007
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2007
Don Bobertz, FAA Attorney
Office of Regional Counsel, AV/P-7
PO Box 92007
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2007
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